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reveal english meaning cambridge
dictionary
May 22 2024

reveal definition 1 to make known or show something that is surprising or
that was previously secret 2 to allow learn more

reveal verb definition pictures
pronunciation and usage
Apr 21 2024

rɪˈviːl verb forms to make something known to somebody synonym
disclose reveal something to reveal a secret her expression revealed
nothing a series of flashbacks reveal the details of the tragedy the
identity of the buyer has not been revealed the survey reveals some
worrying statistics

reveal definition meaning merriam webster
Mar 20 2024

reveal disclose divulge tell betray mean to make known what has been or
should be concealed reveal may apply to supernatural or inspired
revelation of truths beyond the range of ordinary human vision or reason
divine will as revealed in sacred writings

reveal definition in the cambridge english
dictionary
Feb 19 2024

reveal meaning 1 to make known or show something that is surprising or
that was previously secret 2 to allow learn more
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reveal definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com
Jan 18 2024

when you make something visible or make it public information you
reveal it for example if you want to plan a picnic wait until forecasters
reveal the weather that is predicted

reveal definition in american english collins
english
Dec 17 2023

reveal disclose divulge share the meaning of making known something
previously concealed or secret to reveal is to uncover as if by drawing
away a veil the fog lifted and revealed the harbor to disclose is to lay
open and thereby invite inspection to disclose the plans of an
organization

reveal definition meaning dictionary com
Nov 16 2023

reveal definition to make known disclose divulge see examples of reveal
used in a sentence

reveal meaning cambridge learner s
dictionary
Oct 15 2023

to give someone a piece of information that is surprising or that was
previously secret that it was revealed in this morning s papers that the
couple intend to marry fewer examples the committee pressed him to
reveal more information the investigation revealed nothing out of the
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reveal meaning of reveal in longman
dictionary of
Sep 14 2023

his character appears to reveal the wolfhound in him positive tests have
revealed why some athletes were so reluctant to co operate reveal
yourself as to be something she reveals herself and is veiled of course
the young man reveals himself as a boor and pays rather messily for it

reveal synonyms 98 similar and opposite
words merriam
Aug 13 2023

synonyms for reveal disclose discover uncover tell expose share
announce divulge antonyms of reveal conceal hide cover up veil mask
cloak disguise shroud

reveal definition meaning yourdictionary
Jul 12 2023

to make known by supernatural or divine means the making known of an
important secret or salient occurrence such as the revealing of a major
development plot twist or visual effect in a movie the act or an instance
of revealing something esp as part of a dramatic climax

78 synonyms antonyms for reveal
thesaurus com
Jun 11 2023

find 78 different ways to say reveal along with antonyms related words
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reveal dictionaries and vocabulary tools for
english
May 10 2023

reveals revealing revealed definition 1 to disclose or make known i
promise never to reveal your secret the actor revealed that he would
soon be leaving the cast of the popular show verb that clause she
revealed to her lawyer the truth of what happened that night verb to
smby smth object the governor revealed to the

reveal wordreference com dictionary of
english
Apr 09 2023

reveal disclose divulge share the meaning of making known something
previously concealed or secret to reveal is to uncover as if by drawing
away a veil the fog lifted and revealed the harbor to disclose is to lay
open and thereby invite inspection to disclose the plans of an
organization

reveal verb definition pictures
pronunciation and usage
Mar 08 2023

reveal verb rɪˈvil verb forms to make something known to someone
synonym disclose reveal something to somebody to reveal a secret
details of the murder were revealed by the local paper the doctors did
not reveal the truth to him
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reveals synonyms 98 similar and opposite
words merriam
Feb 07 2023

synonyms for reveals discloses discovers uncovers tells exposes
announces divulges shares antonyms of reveals conceals hides covers up
masks enshrouds cloaks disguises veils

reveal definition meaning britannica
dictionary
Jan 06 2023

reveal meaning 1 to make something known 2 to show or prove that
someone or something is a particular type of person or thing often to be
often as

78 synonyms antonyms for reveals
thesaurus com
Dec 05 2022

find 78 different ways to say reveals along with antonyms related words
and example sentences at thesaurus com

reveal definition and meaning collins
english dictionary
Nov 04 2022

reveal disclose divulge share the meaning of making known something
previously concealed or secret to reveal is to uncover as if by drawing
away a veil the fog lifted and revealed the harbor to disclose is to lay
open and thereby invite inspection to disclose the plans of an
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it reveals that english examples in context
ludwig
Oct 03 2022

high quality example sentences with it reveals that in context from
reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to
write better in english
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